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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Since its founding in 1969 by
William Packard, The New York Quarterly has been devoted to
excellence in the publication of a unique and fervent cross-
section of contemporary American poetry regardless of school
of thought, style, or genre. Our only concern is to focus on the
craft that underlies effective poetry writing. The New York
Quarterly features works by both known and emerging poets.
The NYQ Craft Interviews present the views of some of our most
outstanding poets on the general subjects of style, prosody and
technique. The issues are rounded out with an essay or two on
the subject of contemporary American poetry that is both
accessible and meaningful to readers, poets, students, and
teachers of poetry alike. NYQ 30 features a craft interview with
Robert Lax, an editorial on conglomerate publishers, an essay
by Robert Peters, and poetry by William Stafford, Lola Haskins,
Andrew Glaze, Stephen Stepanchev, Helen Adam, Lyn Lifshin,
Chris Brown, Tony Gloeggler, Eliot Katz, Layle Silbert, Fred
Moramarco, Norman Stock, Rudolf Wittenberg, Rebecca
Thompson, Pat Farewell, Rita Chabot, Charles Bukowski,
David...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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